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Advanced Screen Content Coding Using
Color Table and Index Map
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Abstract— This paper presents an advanced screen content
coding solution using color table and index map (cTIM) method.
This cTIM scheme is implemented in the range extensions
of high-efficiency video coding (HEVC-RExt) as an additional
tool of intracoding to complement conventional spatial angular
prediction to better exploit the screen content redundancy. For
each coding unit, a number of major colors will be selected to
form the color table, then the original pixel block is translated to
the corresponding index map. A 1D or hybrid 1D/2D string match
scheme is introduced to derive matched pairs of index map for
better compression. Leveraging the color distribution similarity
between neighboring image blocks, color table merge is developed
to carry it implicitly. For those blocks that color table has to be
signaled explicitly, intertable color sharing and intratable color
differential predictive coding are applied to reduce the signaling
overhead. Extensive experiments have been performed and they
have demonstrated the significant coding efficiency improvement
over conventional HEVC-RExt, resulting in 26%, 18%, and 15%
bit rate reduction at lossless case and 23%, 19%, and 13%
Bjontegaard Delta-rate improvement at lossy scenario of typical
screen content with text and graphics, for respective all intra,
random access, and low-delay using B picture encoder settings.
Detailed performance study and complexity analysis (as well as
the comparison with other algorithms) have been included as
well to evidence the efficiency of proposed algorithm.

Index Terms— Color table, Index map, Screen content, HEVC.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Attempts

RECENT networked applications, such as cloud comput-
ing, shared screen collaboration, virtual desktop inter-

face, etc., have drawn more and more attentions in practice.
Nowadays instead of providing everyone a powerful com-
puting device (such as a personal computer), an emerging
trend is to let people connect to the super computer (locally
or globally) via their light-weighted ultra book, or even a
touch screen display to manage and process the daily work.
Such a solution enables the pervasive computing as long as
one has stable network access. It also provides more secure
workplace since it is no longer needed to distribute information
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to hundreds and thousands of individual clients but caching all
of them at super computers (or data center). This framework
could be realized in different ways, either proprietary or
standardized schemes. This paper will focus on the technology
to provide standardized resolution for such service enabling.

Intuitively, it could be seen as the pipeline of compressing
screens at server side and interacting with remotely connected
clients. This introduces new opportunities and challenges on
how to compress high-definition computer generated screen
content efficiently for limited network bandwidth. This is
especially true for connecting the servers from long distance
access through the Internet. Apparently, we can directly re-
use the video compression technology, such as the state-of-
the-art HEVC or HEVC-RExt [1], [2], to fulfill the screen
compression purpose. However, screen content does have its
distinct characteristics compared with the natural camera-
captured video content. Therefore, it might suffer from the
inferior compression performance if we use the existing video
coding standards without modification, since these standards
are mainly developed with the dedication to the camera-
captured natural content.

More specifically, a typical computer screen picture mixes
discontinuous-tone content such as text, icon, and graph-
ics, and continuous-tone content such as video sequences
and images with natural content. As also revealed in [3],
continuous-tone and discontinuous-tone content have quite
different statistical distributions. For instance, pixels in
continuous-tone content evolve smaller intensity changes
among local neighbors while neighboring pixel intensity could
vary unexpectedly for discontinuous-tone samples. Further-
more, discontinuous-tone content possibly contains less dis-
tinct colors than the rich color distribution in continuous-tone
content. Here, we refer pixel “color” to the pixel intensity for
convenience. On the other hand, local samples of continuous-
tone content typically present more complicate textures and
orientations compared with the discontinuous-tone content.
For instance, HEVC employs up-to 35 modes for spatial
intra prediction to encode the natural content [1]. It might be
good enough to have few angular modes (such as horizontal,
vertical) since screen content typically contains well structured
local orientation.

Moreover, chroma component sub-sampled contents, such
as popular YCbCr 4:2:0, have been widely used for
camera-captured natural videos, where the intuition is that
YCbCr 4:4:4 is not really required due to the insensitiv-
ity impact of chroma components on human visual system.
However, chroma sub-sampling would introduce noticeable
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visual artifacts for the discontinuous-tone region in screen
content [4]. Hence, full chroma resolution is normally used
for screen content representation, for instance, YCbCr 4:4:4
or RGB 4:4:4.1 Full chroma resolution content compression
would result in more bit rate consumption compared with
the conventional chroma sub-sampled natural video. It also
motivates the development of efficient tools to leverage the
characteristics of screen content which are not exploited in
natural camera-captured videos to compress the screen content
more efficiently, even at full chroma resolution. Given that
majority displays and screens are 8-bit resolution for each
color component, we will emphasize this work considering
8-bit 4:4:4 screen content only.

To well understand the natural statistics of the screen
content and to develop new technology for its efficient com-
pression, in addition to the early efforts from both academia
and industry [3]–[5], ad-hoc study group has been organized
within the HEVC standardization committee to investigate
the promising tools. Standard committee has issued a joint
Call for Proposal (CfP) with the focus on the high efficiency
screen content coding under the current HEVC framework2 [6]
in January 2014, and evaluated seven technical responses in
April 2014, with the conclusion to launch the screen content
extension development officially. These CfP responses share
three common tools which provide the substantial gains,
including intra block copy (IntraBC) [7]–[9] with limited or
extended full frame search range, dictionary coding [10]–[13],
and color table/palette coding [14]–[17].

B. Our Contribution

In this paper, we introduce an advanced color Table and
Index Map coding (cTIM) scheme to compress screen con-
tent more efficiently. It is developed as a part of screen
content coding CfP response submitted to the standard com-
mittee [16], [18]. Due to its promising coding performance
improvement, it is selected into the Core Experiment to do
extensive evaluation and test for the consideration of potential
standard adoption. This cTIM tool is implemented on top of
the HEVC-RExt reference software and fully harmonized with
HEVC recursive quad-tree structure from largest coding unit
(LCU or CTU - coding tree-block unit) to the smallest coding
unit. It is introduced into the HEVC-RExt as an additional
tool for intra coding to complement the conventional spatial
angular prediction. Therefore, this tool is also useful for image
or single frame processing [1].

For each coding unit (CU), we first derive the color table by
ordering the pixels3 (or colors as defined for the pixel inten-
sity) according to its frequency of occurrence; Few frequent
colors will be selected to form the color table while original
pixels are then converted to the best matched index value;
Residuals between original pixels and corresponding index-
mapped colors are encoded using the HEVC-RExt residual

1For simplification, we will use RGB 4:4:4 in the paper to exemplify the
ideas. YCbCr 4:4:4 follows the similar processing manner.

2HEVC extensions are built upon the HEVC version 1 framework. We will
use “HEVC framework” for simplicity in this paper.

3Note that here we use “pixel” or “color” to represent the triplet of its three
color components.

engine without modification; A 1D or hybrid 1D/2D string
search is applied to the index map to generate matched pairs
for compact representation and efficient compression. It has
been observed in our experiments that neighboring CU might
share the similar color distribution, hence, color table merge
is included to improve the performance. For CUs that are
not using color merge, inter-table color sharing and intra-table
color differential predictive coding (DPCM) are employed to
reduce the overhead. This cTIM scheme belongs to the color
palette coding in general, but string search has been realized
for index map coding with better compression efficiency
than conventional run-length coding, line copy, adaptive index
prediction using causal neighbors, etc. [17].

All screen content videos selected by the standard commit-
tee are used to evaluate the performance of proposed solution
in comparison to the default settings of HEVC-RExt 6.0
reference model [6], [19]. As demonstrated by the extensive
simulations, cTIM shows 26%, 18%, 15% bit rate reduction
at lossless case and 23%, 19%, 13% Bjontegaard Delta (BD)-
Rate [20] improvement at lossy scenario of typical screen
content with text and graphics, for respective All Intra (AI),
Random Access (RA), and Low-delay using B picture (LB)
encoder settings, respectively. Detailed performance compari-
son with other algorithms and complexity analysis have been
provided to further evidence the efficiency of our proposed
algorithms.

Even though color table or palette algorithm for image
coding was studied decades ago [21]–[23], we have revisited
the problem, introduced the color table and index map coding
in the state-of-the-art HEVC framework and made several
contributions to improve performance for screen compression:

• Color table and index map processing is decoupled to
handle both lossy and lossless scenarios, and fully har-
monized with the HEVC recursive quad-tree structure;

• A 1D or hybrid 1D/2D string search is introduced for
index map processing to leverage the efficiency in string
search with its advantages proven in well-known algo-
rithms such as LZMA [3], [13], [24];

• Color table merge is developed to signal the table implic-
itly; For those tables that have to be carried explicitly,
inter-table color sharing and intra-table color DPCM are
implemented to reduce the bit rate overhead.

• Color table and index map coding are carefully designed
with the consideration of hardware implementation cost,
especially for the additional on-chip memory space and
memory bandwidth requirement.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: A very
short review of HEVC is presented in Section II; Section III
then briefs the technologies for screen content compression
that are mainly developed and discussed in the HEVC stan-
dard committee followed by details of proposed cTIM in
Section IV, V and VI. Experiments are carried out and
discussed extensively in Section VII, and concluding remarks
are drawn in Section VIII.

II. A GLANCE OF HIGH-EFFICIENCY VIDEO CODING

HEVC is the latest video coding standard developed
under the efforts of Joint Collaborative Team on Video
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Coding (JCT-VC), which demonstrates the 50% bit rate reduc-
tion compared with the well-known H.264/AVC [25], [26]
at same perceptual quality, and promises the huge potential
for massive market adoption to replace existing H.264/AVC
or MPEG-2 products. It still falls into the same hybrid
motion compensation and transform coding framework as
its predecessors, but with quite noticeable improvements in
many aspects to improve the coding efficiency and reduce
the implementation complexity (especially for high throughput
parallel processing) [27], [28].

Macroblock in the previous standards is extended in the
HEVC to recursive quad-tree based Coding Unit (CU),
Prediction Unit (PU) and Transform Unit (TU) [29]. Each
CU can be recursively split into four sub-CUs and at each
CU (or sub-CU) level, it can be further split into one or multi-
ple PUs. HEVC also adopts recursive TUs for residual coding.
Besides, larger block transforms, fine-grain spatial intra
prediction, high precision interpolation filter, sample adaptive
offset, etc., are introduced to improve the coding efficiency.

After the HEVC version 1, several extensions are under
development to enable more functionalities on top of the
HEVC framework, such as scalability and range exten-
sions [2]. HEVC based screen content coding extension has
been officially launched in April 2014 to study cost-efficient
tools for standard adoption, and is expected to be finalized
in October 2015 [30]. This paper will describe the techniques
developed under HEVC framework for screen content coding.

III. SCREEN CONTENT CODING: A BRIEF REVIEW

There are three major technologies developed for screen
content coding. One category is the intra block copy [7]–[9],
[31], [32], the second one is string search based dictionary
coding [3], [9]–[13], [24], [33]–[35] and the third one is the
palette or color table coding [14]–[16], [18].

A. Intra Block Copy

Intra block copy (or intra motion compensation men-
tioned in the first place) was studied a decade ago [36].
Recently, it was brought up again and introduced into
HEVC-RExt [7], [8] to enable inter-alike motion estimation
and compensation technology using fixed block size for bet-
ter coding efficiency. Instead of searching the reference in
previously (temporally) reconstructed frame, it searches the
reconstructed region in current frame and carries the block
vector and compensation residual to the decoder. This technol-
ogy does not show impressive performance gains for camera-
captured content but significant gains for screen content.
Various refinements, such as 1D and 2D block search, vector
coding, padding, rectangle PU [31], [32] and even full frame
search [9], are further investigated to improve the performance
but the principle behind stays unchanged (i.e., block search
and compensation).

B. String Search Based Dictionary Coding

String based dictionary coding for screen content (DictSCC)
has been extensively studied over recent years [3], [10]–[13],

Fig. 1. Interleaved planar color components in pack fashion for coding unit
color table and index derivation. GBR is used as an example. YCbCr will
follow the samme fashion for processing.

[24], [33]–[35]. DictSCC sends the matched position offset
(i.e., current position minus matched position) and length of
a group of matched pixels, where the decoder simply copies
from the matched location for reconstruction. If a pixel is
not associated with any matched points, it will be encoded
independently by itself, or predictively using the correspond-
ing color component of its previously reconstructed pixel.
DictSCC noticeably differs from intra mode in H.264/AVC
or HEVC. It could be treated as the inter mode, i.e., matched
position offset can be translated as the motion vector
displacement. However, matched length gives more flexibility
of the reference 1D or 2D string without fixed shape constraint.

Please note that HEVC and its predecessors normally
process each color component (i.e., Y, Cb, Cr or R, G, B)
sequentially for every block. Oppositely, DictSCC takes
three color channels, and then converts to interleaved pattern
pixel-by-pixel as shown in Fig. 1. The encoder then searches
in sequential order to obtain pairs of matched position offset
and length.

C. Color Table/Palette Coding

Color table/palette method was studied almost two decades
ago [21]. It was revisited and found to be another attractive
technology for screen content coding [14]–[18], [37], given
that non-camera captured content typically contains a limited
number of distinct colors, rather than the continuous color tone
in natural videos. Neighboring colors in screen content gener-
ally have larger difference in terms of the intensity, hence con-
ventional spatial intra prediction could not compress efficiently
(since the residual is still quite large). By applying the color
mapping using derived table or palette, original image block
will be converted to a block of indices with reduced dynamic
range, which will be easier for prediction and compression.
Many attempts have been made to improve the performance
of color table coding, including color table differential coding,
index map coding using run-length code, line based direct
copy, etc. It is worth to mention that escape color mechanism
is utilized in [17] and relevant technical solutions to categorize
those colors that have large intensity difference with the colors
in the table. These escape colors are then represented by the
most significant bits after quantization while other colors are
indicated by the corresponding indices. With such a method,
HEVC residual coding is completely bypassed.

D. Our cTIM Solution

Leveraging the advantages from both palette coding and
string search, our cTIM scheme is introduced into the current
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Fig. 2. Proposed algorithm: (a) cTIM as an additional intra tool; (b) Two
step pipeline of cTIM.

HEVC framework and integrated with HEVC-RExt software
to efficiently exploit the screen content redundancy. It is
carried out as an additional intra mode as shown in Fig. 2a.
Therefore, our cTIM could be used for image or single frame
coding in addition to the video sequence compression. Overall,
cTIM contains two major steps in its processing pipeline,
i.e., color table processing and index map compression, as
illustrated in Fig. 2b. Residuals between original pixels and
index-mapped colors are encoded using the HEVC residual
engine without modification [38], [39]. Respective details will
be shown as follows.

IV. COLOR TABLE PROCESSING

To encode the 4:4:4 full chroma sampling content using
the range extensions of HEVC or H.264/AVC, it typically
processes component by component at block level, i.e., in the
sequence of Y, Cb, Cr or G, B, R. Instead, we propose to inter-
leave the color components for each pixel to packed fashion
as exemplified in Fig. 1 for screen content coding. Note that
such interleaving pattern is also applied in string search based
dictionary coding [3], [9], [12], [13]. This packed coding unit
(pCU) is then used to derive the color table and corresponding
index map. Since we apply the algorithms upon the pCU,
pixel V itself includes three 8-bit packed components (i.e.,
V = G � 16 + B � 8 + R or V = Y � 16 + Cb � 8 + Cr).
Unless pointed out otherwise, we will use “pixel color”
or “pixel intensity”, “pixel” or “color” interchangablely to
represent a full resolution pixel with all components included,
defined as I with I(0) for G or Y, I(1) for B or Cb and I(2)
for R or Cr component of current pixel, respectively. Each
pixel or color is associated with a corresponding pI for its
frequency of occurrence in this pCU. Please also note that
u used in Iu indicates the position offset in a block.

A. Color Table Derivation
Color quantization has been studied for many years [40].

Most existing algorithms developed for video coding mainly
focus on camera-captured content, thus not suitable for screen
content coding directly. Given that typical screen content has
limited colors, we present a simple yet effective method to
derive the dominant colors.

For each pCU, we first collect the pixel histogram according
to the frequency of the occurrence in descending order as
shown in Fig. 3a to form the ordered color array, and then
group the colors together if their intensity difference is less
than a pre-defined error allowance Th as exemplified in
Fig. 3b. Th = 9 is used in this paper. For two colors to be
clustered together, each component difference should be less

Fig. 3. Illustration of color table derivation: (a) histogram collection
according to the frequency of occurrence in descending order, x-axis is
dis-ordered packed color intensity V ; (b) color grouping if their intensity
difference is less than pre-defined threshold Th; (c) Re-order colors according
to the intensity of packed pixel V in ascending order.

than this allowance, i.e., |Iu(k)−Iv (k)| < Th, k = 0, 1, 2 with
u and v indicating the color location in ordered array. After
each grouping, color array will be updated with the occurrence
frequency as the sum of the occurrence frequency of grouped
colors.

Obviously, grouping two different colors together will pro-
duce residuals. To reduce the energy of residual, we apply
a simple criteria to group colors where one color Iu with
smaller frequency of occurrence is grouped to another color Iv

with larger frequency of occurrence, i.e., pIu < pIv , yielding
less grouping error. As aforementioned, error residuals will
be encoded using the HEVC-RExt residual engine without
modification.

After performing the grouping, N colors will be selected
to form the color table. Here, we use 128 as the maximum
number of colors allowed for all CU size. If actual number of
colors N ≤ 128, the exact N will be used to signal the color
table size; If N > 128, only first 128 colors will be chosen
with rest of colors are mapped to related colors in the table
according to the least sum of absolute error criteria.

Re-ordering is then applied to selected colors to convert
frequency descending order to intensity ascending order as
illustrated in Fig. 3c. It is designed for better compression
purpose as will be explained in color table encoding. Note
that since the color table and the index map processing is
de-coupled, color table reordering have negligible impact on
the index map processing.

B. Color Table Signaling

There are two ways to carry the color table in the bitstream
to the decoder side. One is the explicit signaling, and the other
is the implicit signaling. Implicit signaling is also called color
table merge using derived color table from available neighbors,
while explicit signaling is encoding each color in table one by
one. For the explicit signaling, we also introduce inter-table
color sharing and intra-table color DPCM to further reduce
the bit rate overhead. For simplicity, we use C to represent the
color table with total N colors. Cn is the n-th color element I
in the table with n ∈ [0, N − 1].

1) Color Table Merge: This is motivated by the observation
that neighboring blocks could share the similar colors. Espe-
cially for the screen content, it normally has a large amount
of blocks (or regions) with the similar color distribution.
To further exploit the local correlation, we also introduce
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Fig. 4. Color table merge using available neighbor blocks: (a) current CU size
> neighbor CU size; (b) current CU size < neighbor CU size; (c) neighbor
CU outside current CTU.

the possibility to merge the colors from either left or upper
neighbors.

As shown in Fig. 4, available reconstructed neighbor blocks
of current CU are used to derive the color table for merge.
Unlike motion vector merge process in HEVC where current
CU could have different block size (or split depth in quad-tree
structure), we propose to use the neighbors with the same
block size for color table merge. For example, instead of using
left 16 × 16 CU which is quarter size of current 32 × 32 CU
(shown in Fig. 4a), we use the 32 × 32 “left block” to derive
the color table. Similarly, upper CU has the larger size than
current CU, but we will use pixels in the 16×16 “upper block”
for color merge shown in Fig. 4b.

So far, we have shown the available neighbors and current
CU are all inside current CTU where color tables could be
derived at both encoder and decoder on-the-fly. Besides, there
are the cases that current CU lies at the boundary of current
CTU, such as current CU A and current CU B in Fig. 4c.
Rather than fetching the reconstructed data block from upper
and left CU (probably from off-chip memory), we propose to
apply the color table of upper and left CTU directly. Therefore,
we only need to generate the color table for each CTU after
completing its encoding or decoding process and cache the
table itself for next CTU processing.

In total, we only need two binary bits (or bins) to carry the
information to decoder side to indicate that whether current
CU uses the color merge mode and which merge direction is
applied, i.e., either left or upper merge.

2) Color Sharing and DPCM: We see the color table over-
head could be reduced largely by introducing the color merge
from available reconstructed neighbors. However, neighbor
blocks may not share similar color distribution (for majority
colors) in reality. Hence, it is inevitable that color table should
be carried explicitly for some CUs.

Even though color merge mode is not used for current CU,
we have observed that there are still some identical colors
between the color table C of current CU and the reference
table Ĉ of neighboring block. Thus, we can share these
identical colors by signaling the relative index in the reference
table to reduce the overhead. Relative index is calculated
between the exact-matched index j and the predicted index k
of matched index j in reference table. k is obtained when
Ĉk(0) ≥ Ci−1(0) is first satisfied. Here, Ĉk(0) and Ci−1(0)

Fig. 5. Example of inter-table color sharing and intra-table color DPCM:
i is the index in current color table, j is matched index in reference table,
and k is the prediction of matched index j in reference table.

are the first component (i.e., G or Y) of k-th element in the
reference table and (i − 1)-th element in the current table,
respectively. We assume that i -th color is the one for encoding
and (i − 1)-th element is previously coded color. This is
so-called inter-table color sharing.

Besides, if the color does not exist in the reference table
(which is fairly common in practice that new colors are
gradually introduced from one spatial region to another), we
further develop the differential prediction between successive
colors, which is defined as the intra-table color DPCM.
As discussed in Section IV-A, colors are placed in ascend-
ing order according to the intensity of packed pixel V .
Difference between successive colors would result in much
smaller dynamic range compared with the original 8-bit
(i.e., 0-255) component. Ideally, less bins are required to
encode low dynamic range predictive difference than high
dynamic range original component level.

Fig. 5 shows the step-by-step procedure for color table
sharing and DPCM. Reference table (far-left) is derived from
the left CTU. Starting from the first entry of the current color
table, i.e., (idx, G, B, R) = (0, 0, 0, 192), it does not have any
exactly matched item in the reference table and it does not have
previous reference in the same table as the first item, therefore
it is binarized using 8-bit fixed-length code and encoded using
bypass mode directly. For the 2nd entry, it does not have
a matched item in the reference table either. Given that we
have coded the first entry already, only predictive difference
is carried in the bitstream, i.e., (0 − 0, 0 − 0, 240 − 192) =
(0, 0, 48). For the 3rd entry of the current table, it finds the
exact match in the reference table when j = 1, meanwhile
the predicted index k is 0 when first meeting Ĉk=0(0) =
Ci−1=1(0), resulting in j − k = 1 to be carried in bitstream.
The similar encoding procedure is applied until completing the
last entry of the current table (i.e., idx = 12 in this example).
Since C12 of the current table already reaches the last element
of the reference table for sharing, if there are more elements
than the total thirteen ones displayed, all the rest elements will
be coded using color DPCM.

V. COLOR INDEX MAP PROCESSING

Index map is generated using the color table for each packed
pixel in current CU. For those colors that are exactly placed in
the color table, corresponding index will be assigned directly;
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Fig. 6. Illustrative example of (a) 1D string search to derive matched pairs
of encoding; (b) encoded matched pairs (1, dist, len) or unmatched pairs
(0, idx);

For those colors that are not included in the color table (due
to the maximum color number allowance and error allowance
in lossy scenario), we have applied the least error criteria to
find the best match. A 1D and hybrid 1D/2D string search
are developed to derive matched or unmatched pairs for high-
efficiency index map compression.

A. 1D String Search

Intuitively, we will convert each 2D index map to a
1D string from the first position (top-left) to the last one
(bottom-right) in a raster scan order to derive matched/
unmatched pairs.

1) Adaptive Index Map Scanning: Unidirectional search is
indeed sufficient for native 1D string (such as text string).
However, this 1D string search is performed on the pseudo
1D pixel string which is converted from a 2D image block
through a pre-defined scanning pattern. Only vertical scanning
is applied in [3] and [10] to process the pixels. As revealed in
numerous video coding works, video block contains noticeable
angular patterns. Moreover, typical screen element contains
large proportion of both horizontal and vertical patterns
(i.e., bars, edges, etc.). Therefore, we propose to use both
horizontal and vertical scanning for 1D string search, where
the optimal scanning direction is determined using a simple bit
consumption estimation by calculating the logarithmic values
of matched distance and length. On the other hand, extending
horizontal and vertical directions with more angular patterns
would probably improve the coding efficiency, however, we
have observed that horizontal and vertical patterns dominate
the typical screen content and more angular directions will
certainly require more computing resource.

2) 1D String Match Paris: For each scanning pattern,
A 1D string search is applied from the first index (the most
top left) to the last index (the most bottom right) to derive the
matched pairs. Previously processed indices will be used as the
reference in the successive index search. If current index could
not find its exact match from previously processed indices, it
is encoded as the unmatched pair by sending a flag (signaling
no-match) and the index value itself, i.e., (MatchOrNot = 0,
idx) or (0, idx) for simplicity.4 If current index finds its
match from the reference buffer, the search continues for the
next index, and so on so forth. The matched pairs are encoded

4Please note that the first index is always an unmatched index in current
design. Hence, we don’t need to signal the match flag for it.

Fig. 7. Examples of (a) a 8 × 8 index map and its encoded pairs after
1D string search: xi , i ∈ [1, 8] are other index values different from 0;
(b) 1D string match distance and length; (c) 2D string match distance and
block width and height.

by sending a flag (signaling matched string), the distance (off-
set between the current position and reference position) and the
length of successive matched indices, i.e., (MatchOrNot= 1,
dist, len) or (1, dist, len) for simplicity. If there are
multiple matches found for the current index, the pair provid-
ing the best Rate-Distortion performance is chosen. To reduce
the complexity, the current implementation uses a heuristic
algorithm to select the pair with the longest matched length.
Please note that we have constrained such 1D string search
within current CU for our design. As will be demonstrated in
later experiments, 1D string search based index map coding
already provides decent performance improvement.

To well understand the 1D string search in the paper, Fig. 6
gives a piece of 1D segment after performing the horizontal
scanning of a 2D index map. On top of this 1D color index
vector, 1D string match is applied as follows:

• For the first position of each index map, say 14 as shown
in Fig. 6. Since there is no buffered reference yet, this
very first index is treated as an “unmatched pair”, where
we give the −1 and 1 to its corresponding distance and
length, noted as (dist, len) = (−1, 1) and signal the
index 14 itself. MatchOrNot flag is inferred as 0.

• For the second index, again another “14”, we have the
first index coded as reference, therefore the dist = 1.
Because it continues “14” at 3rd and 4th positions, the
length should be 3, i.e., len = 3 with the corresponding
codeword (MatchOrNot, dist, len) = (1, 1, 3);

• For the “17” first appeared, it is coded as another
“unmatched pair” by signaling (MatchOrNot, idx) =
(0, 17);

• Moving forward to the i -th position, we will have
dist = 4 and len = 4 (i.e., (MatchOrNot, dist,
len) = (1, 4, 4)) since we can find a completely matched
string “1234” from previously processed indices.

B. Hybrid 1D/2D String Search

Fig. 7a shows an index map collected from the real test
sequences, where encoded pairs after the 1D string search
are exemplified as well. There is still redundancy among
matched pairs for encoding from the second row to the
bottom, i.e., except the last position of each row using the
unmatched pair (0, xi ) i ∈ [2, 8], all rows are encoded using
matched pair (1, dist, len) = (1, 8, 7). Apparently, it
will require less bits if we can signal the 8 × 7 zero block
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TABLE I

BINARIZATION AND CABAC MODEL OF SYNTAX ELEMENTS

IN cTIM FOR 2N × 2N CU

using the 2D representation, i.e., (1, dist, width, height)
rather than multiple 1D matched pairs. Such a case could be
quite often if the content exhibits similar block patterns, and
motivates the hybrid 1D/2D string search design to further
improve the coding efficiency.

1) Hybrid 1D/2D Matched Pairs: Both 1D and 2D string
searches are performed for the indices in current CU. For the
1D case, search engine records matched length and corre-
sponding distance or location as shown in Fig. 7b. For the
2D case, search engine records matched block width and
height and distance as well, as illustrated in Fig. 7c. The
same as the 1D search, if the current index could not find
its match from previously processed indices, it is encoded as
the unmatched pair, i.e., (0, idx); If current index finds its
match from previous coded samples, besides MatchOrNot=
1 flag, an additional 2D search enabling flag, i.e., 2DFlag,
is used to indicate whether the match type is 1D string or 2D
block. Whether to choose 1D string or 2D block depends on
the size of 1D matched string and 2D matched block,5 i.e., if
len ≥ width×height, 1D string is selected by signaling
(1,2DFlag = 0, dist, len), otherwise, 2D block is chosen
by sending (1,2DFlag = 1, dist, width, height) to the
decoder. In case that multiple 1D or 2D matches found for
the current index, the one providing the largest size will be
chosen and encoded into the stream.

2) Extended Reference Buffers: As discussed in previous
sections, we have constrained the 1D string search within
current CU without requiring additional on-chip memory
cache (except for the color table storage). It targets the
low-complexity profile of our cTIM algorithm. For hybrid
1D/2D string search, we extend the search range to include
previously coded CTUs and CUs (in current CTU). Note that
different search range settings will have various impact on

5Apparently, rate-distortion based 1D or 2D decision could be developed to
improve the performance compared with current heuristic scheme. It is our
future focus of study.

both coding efficiency and complexity (such as computational
resource and memory bandwidth). More detailed discussion
regarding the trade-off between coding efficiency and com-
plexity will be presented in next section. Also note that
extended reference buffers are only used for 2D search, 1D
search is still constrained within current CU to support the
backward compatibility with pure 1D search scenario. It is
also worth to point out that we have constrained the hybrid
1D/2D search for 64 × 64 or CTU size only and pure 1D
search for all CU size in current design.

VI. SYNTAX ELEMENTS AND ENCODING

In this section, we briefly summarize the syntax elements
as well as the (CABAC) entropy encoding schemes introduced
in cTIM method as shown in Table I. Context coded binary
cTabIdxFlag is used to indicate whether current CU is
coded using cTIM method.

First, cTableSize is binarized using 8-bin (as of maxi-
mum 128 colors) fixed-length code (FLC) and encoded using
bypass model. cMergeFlag and cMergeDir describe the
color table merge option and merge direction respectively.
Both of them are encoded using adaptive contexts. With-
out color merge, context coded binary cShareflag and
cRelativeIdx signal the color entry sharing and relative
index between reference and current color table. Note that
cRelativeIdx is binarized using unary code and encoded
using the bypass context. Moreover, cDynRgBit[i] (i =
0, 1, 2) captures the number of bits required for the dynamic
range representation of i -th color component in the table.
cDpcmValue and cDpcmSign represent the absolute value
and sign of difference between successive colors respectively.
All of them are binarized using FLC and encoded using
bypass model. Note that bins number for cDynRgBit[i]
(i = 0, 1, 2) binarization is bounded to 4 (as of signaling
“8” for 8-bit video), while bins number for cDpcmValue is
bounded by the value of cDynRgBit[i] for i -th component.

As for a 2N×2N CU, MatchOrNot describes whether
current index is matched or not: For unmatched pair, index
itself is binarized using 8-bit FLC and encoded with bypass
model; For 1D matched pair, both dist and len are bina-
rized using log2(2N×2N)-bin FLC. Each bin is coded using
individual adaptive context model. Context coded 2Dflag
signals whether the string match using a 2D block. If so, both
width and height are binarized using log2(2N)-bin FLC
and encoded using adaptive context for each bin. Note that
for 2D case, because of the extended CTU buffer, dist is
binarized using x-bin FLC where x = log2(w × 2N × 2N)
with w as the number of CTUs used for hybrid search.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND DISCUSSION

Experiments are carried out using the screen content
sequences selected by the experts in Joint Collaborative Team
on Video Coding group [6]. These sequences are chosen to
represent popular and typical screen content application sce-
narios. For instance, one category is for the text and graphics
with motion (TGM) representing the typical remote desktop
applications, including “FlyGraphicsText” (FGT), “Desktop”,
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON ON AI ENCODING CONFIGURATION FOR LOSSLESS SCREEN CONTENT CODING OF 1D,

HYBRID I, HYBRID II, IBC I, IBC II, IBC FF, CP, CP-EXT, P2M, AND P2M-EXT AGAINST HEVC-REXT 6.0

Fig. 8. Sample frames of typical screen content test sequences.

“Console”, “WebBrowsing” (WebB), “Map”, “Program-
ming” (PGM) and “SlideShow”. Another category is the
animation content (AMT), i.e., “Robot”, standing for the appli-
cations such as cloud gaming. Yet another category is the
mixed content (MIX) for the most common screen in our daily
life that contains texts, graphics as well as the camera-captured
video, such as “MotionControlClip2” (MCClip2), “Motion-
ControlClip3” (MCClip3), “BasketballScreen” (BbScreen) and
“SocialNetworkMap” (SNM). All sequences have both 8-bit
RGB and YCbCr (or YUV) version with full chroma sampling
resolution. For convenience, we note RGB format sequence of
TGM category as TGM-G while YCbCr format as TGM-Y.
The same abbreviation rule applies to other categories as well.
Sample frames of all test sequences are presented in Fig. 8.

A. Performance Evaluation of Proposed cTIM

We have implemented the proposed cTIM on top of the
HEVC-RExt 6.0 reference software [19]. Both lossless and
lossy scenarios are evaluated with three popular encoder set-

tings, i.e., All Intra (AI), Random Access (RA) and Low-delay
with B picture (LB). Detailed coding efficiency improvement
will be presented for each test sequence using AI configura-
tion, given that cTIM is developed to explore the correlation
within current frame, while categorized averaged performance
data is shown for LB and RA cases. Bit rate reduction is
used to show the gains for lossless encoding while BD-Rate
improvement [20] is for the lossy scenario. Both are calculated
against the anchor data produced by HEVC-RExt 6.0. Please
note that positive number of bit rate reduction and negative
number of BD-Rate indicate the performance gain.

All other parameters (mainly quantization parameters,
intra smoothing option, transform quantization bypass option,
intra frame period, etc.) follow the screen content coding
CfP description [6].

We have performed simulations step by step to show incre-
mental gains against the anchor, i.e.,

• 1D: current CU constrained 1D string search is enabled
for index map coding;

• Hybrid I: Hybrid 1D/2D string searches are supported,
and 2D search range is extended to include three left
CTUs (i.e., four CTUs in total by including current CTU);

• Hybrid II6: In addition to the left three CTUs, upper four
CTUs are used for 2D search (i.e., 2× 4 CTU window).

1) Results for TGM and MIX Content:
a) AI: Detailed experimental results (against anchor

HEVC-RExt 6.0) for AI lossless and lossy encoding are shown
Table II and Table III.

6For both Hybrid I and Hybrid II, 1D search is still limited in current CU.
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TABLE III

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON ON ALL INTRA ENCODING CONFIGURATION FOR LOSSY SCREEN CONTENT CODING OF 1D,

HYBRID I, HYBRID II, IBC I, IBC II, IBC FF, CP, CP-EXT, P2M, AND P2M-EXT AGAINST HEVC-REXT 6.0

As we can see, cTIM has shown impressive performance
improvement for TGM content at both lossless and lossy
scenarios, against the anchor. For TGM content, 1D cTIM
already provides approximately 20% lossless bit rate reduction
and 13% lossy BD-Rate improvement (averaged between
TGM-G and TGM-Y). Hybrid I further improves 1D by
another averaged ≈4% and 5% gains for respective lossless
and lossy cases. Hybrid II expands the reference area (for
2D string search) by including both left and upper CTUs,
averaged relative gain is still more than 2% over Hybrid I (both
against HEVC-RExt 6.0). For YCbCr format “WebBrowsing”
sequence, Hybrid II can bring up to almost 10% relative
gain over Hybrid I for lossy AI configuration shown in
Table III.

Noticeable gains have been observed for MIX content as
well (but not as large as TGM content). For instance, 1D cTIM
gives averaged ≈5% lossless bit rate reduction and ≈4% lossy
BD-Rate improvement, but only marginal improvements have
been observed by using Hybrid I and II over 1D method.

b) RA and LB: Because of the superior performance
provided by the cTIM for TGM content AI encoding, even
for the RA and LB coding configurations, it still gives about
10% lossless bit rate reduction (up to 14.3% for TGM-Y
content encoded using RA setting) and 8% lossy BD-Rate
improvement (up to 11.6% for TGM-G content using RA con-
figuration) on average using 1D method, as briefed in Table IV.
Another relative 3% gain can be further obtained by enlarging
the search range from constrained CU of 1D to the inclusion
of three more left CTUs of Hybrid I, while slightly larger than
2% gain is shown from Hybrid II over Hybrid I.

TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON RA AND LB CONFIGURATIONS OF 1D,

HYBRID I AND II AGAINST HEVC-REXT 6.0

There is almost no difference regarding the coding efficiency
of 1D, Hybrid I and Hybrid II cTIM algorithms on MIX
content for RA and LB scenarios, with very marginal gain
over HEVC-RExt 6.0 at lossless scenario. But for lossy
encoding, cTIM provides over averaged 3% improvement of
MIX content.

2) Results for AMT Content: It is worth to note that cTIM
(including its three options) does not show any performance
improvement for AMT sequences. This is due to the fact
that AMT sequence is very close to the camera-captured
natural content, where normal HEVC coding technologies can
compress it very well. Also our cTIM is developed with
dedication to the high contrast discontinuous tone content,
thus it does not benefit natural scene very much. As will be
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Fig. 9. Averaged performance improvement of 1D, Hybrid I and Hybrid
II cTIM over HEVC-RExt 6.0. (a) AI lossless. (b) LB lossless. (c) AI lossy.
(d) LB lossy.

unfolded in later sections, other techniques, such as IntraBC
and string search based dictionary coding, have the similar
behavior without noticeable gains on AMT sequence.

3) Summary: Our cTIM has shown the largest performance
improvement (i.e., with averaged 26%, 18%, and 16% lossless
bit rate reduction and 23%, 18% and 13% BD-Rate improve-
ment of Hybrid II scheme for AI, RA and LB encoder settings,
respectively) to encode the typical screen content with text and
graphics (TGM category). Moderate gain (i.e., with respective
4.4%, 1.0% and 0.4% lossless bit rate reduction and 6.4%,
5.7%, 4.1% lossy BD-Rate improvement of Hybrid II for
AI, RA and LB) can be obtained for mixed content where
camera-captured natural content and typical screen content
are both presented in the same scene. However, cTIM does
not benefit camera-captured natural sequence according to
the simulations performed in this paper. Fig. 9 pictures the
averaged performance gains for each content category over
HEVC-RExt 6.0. Results for AI and LB encoding settings are
presented here while RA has the similar trend.

We also collect the encoding run-time for cTIM method
as a relative measurement of the computational complex-
ity against the anchor. In order to obtain trustworthy run-
time, simulations are dispatched among similar computing
nodes powered by Windows Server 2008 R2 as much as
possible. On average, 1D cTIM requires 9% more run-time
while Hybrid I and II require 20% and 31% more run-time
compared with the HEVC-RExt 6.0 for AI configuration.
The encoding run-time increase numbers are 3%, 5% and
8% for RA, and 2%, 3% and 6% for LB, of 1D, Hybrid I
and II, respectively. The computational complexity increase is
mainly due to the string search, pixel-to-index conversion and
neighbor block color table derivation. As will be discussed
in conclusion, better trade-off between complexity and perfor-
mance is now studied in core experiment to further improve
the cTIM.

B. Performance Evaluation of Other Algorithms

In addition, we have also conducted the simulations for
the IntraBC, state-of-the-art palette coding method and the
latest string search based dictionary coding. For IntraBC, we
take the latest implementation in [41] (which is the same
implementation as in the well performed CfP response [9])
to include three simulation points:

• IBC I: IntraBC search is constrained within current CTU
and left three CTUs (4 CTUs in total);

• IBC II: IntraBC search is constrained within current CTU,
left 3 CTUs and upper 4 CTUs (2×4 CTU window);

• IBC FF: IntraBC search is extended to full frame (as the
default configuration provided by [41]).

Color palette coding method is selected from [17] which
represents the state-of-the-art performance and is recom-
mended by the standard ad-hoc group as test model for
investigation. It is developed and harmonized from multiple
technical proposals, such as [15] and [37], over several stan-
dardization meeting cycles. Two simulations are performed for
color palette mode, i.e.:

• CP: default color palette mode described in [17] is applied
on top of the HEVC-RExt 6.0 reference software, where
the maximum palette size is 32 (by including escape
color);

• CP-Ext: ColorPalette method [17] with the maximum
palette size extended from 32 to 128 is used.

String search based dictionary coding is chosen from the
latest implementation on top of the HEVC-RExt 6.0 [12] with
two tests considering the different cache size of the dictionary:

• P2M: Default implementation of [12] is applied with the
dictionary cache setting as level 4 (corresponding to the
size of 64 Kbyte or KB);

• P2M-Ext: Dictionary cache level is upgraded to level
6 with corresponding size of 1 Mbyte or MB; other
parameters are the same as [12].

According to the extensive simulations, these addi-
tional seven tests have also shown the larger gains for
TGM sequences, relative smaller gains for MIX content while
almost no gain for AMT sequence. Detailed comparative study
regarding the coding efficiency as well as the complexity
concerns are presented in the following section.

C. Space Complexity Analysis and Performance Comparison

This section attempts to analyze the algorithm complexity
with the emphasis on the additional on-chip memory capac-
ity and bandwidth requirement for hardware implementation.
Meanwhile, we also perform the performance comparison for
the algorithms having similar memory requirement.

From the decoder point of view, we can see the following
various scenarios, i.e.,

1) Scenario #0: cTIM 1D [16], CP and CP-Ext [17] require
marginal increase of on-chip buffer to cache color table at
respective 128×3 = 384, 32×3 = 96 and 384 bytes. All per-
spective processing is limited within current CU. Referring
to the 124 KB on-chip memory required by the state-of-the-
art 4K Ultra-HD HEVC decoder chip implementation [42],
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TABLE V

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF 1D cTIM

AND CP-EXT AGAINST HEVC-REXT 6.0

additional on-chip buffer increase is less than 0.3%. Note
that this percentage number just gives a rough idea about
the relative buffer increase. Exact on-chip buffer size would
depend on the actual architectures of implementation.

Since we are using 128 as the maximum colors allowed in
the table, we extend the default 32 used in CP method [17]
to 128 for fair comparison. Except up to 1.9% gain is
observed for TGM-Y lossless AI encoding, CP-Ext does
not show noticeable gain over CP, but even slightly loss
for lossy encoding. This is mainly because of the index
map coding schemes applied in CP method, where index
“run” and index “copy above” modes are less efficient when
increasing the maximum color size. For example, if the suc-
cessive pixels are quite similar with small intensity difference,
in the case that 32 is used as the maximum table size,
many pixels can be represented using a single index, which
increases the possibility for longer length of “run”; however,
if alternative 128 is used as the maximum table size, pixels
which are merged to a single index can be differentiated
using various index values, resulting in more bits to encode
them one by one rather than the single “run” representation
aforementioned.

Table V demonstrates the averaged coding efficiency
improvement of 1D cTIM and CP-Ext against the anchor.
Meanwhile we also measure the relative gain (or improve-
ment) by calculating the direct difference of the bit rate or
BD-Rate percentage between 1D and CP-Ext algorithms. For
TGM content, about 8% relative gain is shown for lossless
bit rate reduction of 1D over CP-Ext, while approximately
5% lossy BD-Rate improvement is recorded; For MIX content,
1D presents another 3% and 2% improvement over CP-Ext
for lossless and lossy encoding using AI configuration, while
averaged 1% (up to 3%) improvement for RA and LB.

2) Scenario #1: For Hybrid I and IBC I, left three more
CTUs are used to derive the reference for prediction as shown
in Fig. 10a (reference area marked as “scenario #1”). Each
64 × 64 CTU need 12 KB for 8-bit 4:4:4 content. It is
approximately another 36 KB for both methods,7 which is
about 30% on-chip memory space increase on top of the
reference point [42]. We also include P2M of string search
based dictionary coding into this category where it requires

7Hybrid-cTIM I actually requires (384 + 36K) bytes.

Fig. 10. Illustration of decoder on-chip memory structure (a) sliding window
(2×4 as exemplified) based on-chip buffer data refresh and updating; (b) CTU
memory non-aligned reference data (worst case estimation).

TABLE VI

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF HYBRID I,

IBC I AND P2M AGAINST HEVC-REXT 6.0

64 KB (about 60% increase) for its on-chip cache requirement
at level 4 [12]. Note that there is no extra memory bandwidth
(between on-chip and off-chip) by assuming the additional
30% (or 60% of P2M) on-chip memory increase.

Table VI summarizes the averaged lossless and lossy perfor-
mance of Hybrid I, IBC I and P2M, respectively. For example,
for TGM content, Hybrid I demonstrates averaged 17.6%,
10.9% and 8.9% relative gain of lossless AI, RA and LB, and
11.8%, 9.8% and 2.0% of lossy AI, RA and LB, over IBC I,
while corresponding 3.9%, 3.0% and 2.7% relative gain of
lossless AI, RA and LB, and 11.1%, 8.4% and 6.4% of lossy
AI, RA and LB, over P2M, respectively.

P2M has shown the better lossless coding performance for
MIX content than proposed cTIM Hybrid I, as revealed in
Table VI. One possible reason is due to the fairly larger
on-chip caching size. However, P2M does not show consistent
superior performance for lossy encoding. This is because of
the lossless match design behind this particular P2M imple-
mentation, even for the lossy scenario. P2M will search lossy
reconstructed neighbors to find matches for the original current
block, resulting in the lossless P2M coded blocks surrounded
by the lossy HEVC coded blocks (with quantization noise).

3) Scenario #2: For Hybrid II and IBC II, in addition
to left three more CTUs, upper four CTUs are included
for reference. Typically, we would like to add whole line
of reference inside the chip to avoid frequent I/O that will
result in significant memory bandwidth increase. However,
including additional one CTU line into the on-chip buffer
may not be possible for practical implementation since it is
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TABLE VII

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF HYBRID II AND IBC

II AGAINST HEVC-REXT 6.0

TABLE VIII

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF HYBRID II, IBC FF,

AND P2M-EXT AGAINST HEVC-REXT 6.0

about 4K × 64 × 3 = 712 KB for a 4K content. On the
other hand, sliding window based scheme could be a realistic
solution where we put M × N (i.e., 2 × 4 in our case)
CTUs inside the chip and update the reference data CTU by
CTU, as illustrated in Fig. 10a. Although it is doable, it still
requires extra (12K × 7) = 84 KB to host the 2 × 4 buffer
window and the memory bandwidth requirement is doubled
(2×) since we need to fetch the off-chip data (of reconstructed
upper CTUs).

As revealed in Table VII, Hybrid II still outperforms the
IBC II with quite large performance gap for TGM contents
with averaged 13.4%, 8.1%, 3.7% and 7.6%, 8.1%, 5.5% gains
for lossless and lossy AI, RA and LB respectively. However,
IBC II gives better coding gains over Hybrid II for MIX
content, particularly for AI lossy settings. This is mainly due
to the fixed error allowance threshold 9 used in this paper to
group the colors during table derivation phase. Rate-distortion
optimized color table derivation will be the focus for next step.

4) Scenario #3: For IBC FF, it is impractical to host a whole
frame inside the chip. Since IBC FF enables the full frame
search range, it is possible to have the reference data anywhere
as long as it is within current frame. It is not practical to have
additional on-chip memory window to buffer a large chunk of
prediction data (continuously) since the next block may refer
to a region very far away. Memory bandwidth requirement

Fig. 11. Overall averaged performance improvements over HEVC-RExt 6.0
for AI, RA and LB coded TGM contents. (a) Lossless. (b) Lossy.

TABLE IX

ESTIMATION OF EXTRA ON-CHIP MEMORY BUFFER (B OR BYTES)

AND BANDWIDTH INCREASE REQUIREMENT

could increase forth times (4×) at worst if reference data is
not aligned with CTU memory as shown in Fig. 10b.

P2M-Ext with additional 1 MB on-chip cache requirement
is included into this category as well. Different from Hybrid II
and IBC II, where the reference is constructed via 2 × 4 CTU
window by including both left and upper CTUs close-by,
P2M-Ext just caches the previously reconstructions.

We perform the comparison between Hybrid II, IBC FF and
P2M-Ext and summarize the gains in Table VIII. As expected,
IBC FF enlarges the gains for MIX content, and reduce the
loss for TGM content, over Hybrid II, respectively. Also note
that P2M-Ext shows quite impressive gains for lossless coded
MIX content, with up to 4.1% relative gains over Hybrid II.

Another improved dictionary coding method (iDict) pre-
sented in [13] and [24] demonstrates even better performance
over P2M-Ext with full frame search range, adaptive lossy and
lossless match, etc. For lossy case, Hybrid II gives averaged
2.8%, 1.4% and 2.4% BD-Rate gains for TGM content while
5.4%, 5.1% and 4.3% gains for MIX content, at AI, RA
and LB settings respectively. Oppositely for lossless encoding,
Hybrid II increases respective 4.5%, 4.5% and 4.4% bit rate for
TGM content while 3.0%, 0.2% and 0.1% for MIX content.
Note that lossless bit rate increase means performance loss.
For AMT videos, Hybrid II shares the similar performance
with this iDict method. Note that the numbers reported here
are using this iDict as the anchor. It is different from the results
in other sections using HEVC-RExt 6.0 as the anchor.

D. Brief Summary

We have summarized the estimation for on-chip memory
requirement in Table IX. Memory bandwidth is estimated
against the decoder without including the target algorithm,
i.e., 1× means no extra bandwidth required and 2× means
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bandwidth requirement doubled. Excluding Scenario #3 where
both full frame search and 1 MB on-chip cache are very
difficult (or even impossible) to be realized in current silicon
technology due to the trade-off consideration between cost and
performance, we further picture the averaged coding gains over
HEVC-RExt 6.0 for TGM content in Fig. 11.

Hybrid II gives the best performance with averaged 26%,
18%, 15% lossless bit rate reduction, and 23%, 19%, 13%
BD-Rate improvement over HEVC-RExt 6.0, for AI, RA
and LB coded TGM contents. For MIX content, Hybrid II
still shows the best performance but with smaller numbers
compared with the TGM sequences, i.e., 4%, 1%, and 0% of
lossless AI, RA, and LB, and 6%, 6%, 4% of lossy AI, RA,
and LB respectively.

Averaged relative gain from 1D to Hybrid I, and to
Hybrid II decreases slightly, with about 3%, 5% of Hybrid I
over 1D, and 2%, 4% of Hybrid II over Hybrid I, for respective
lossless and lossy cases. For lossy encoding, even Hybrid I
outperforms other algorithms, which is more favored in the
practical implementation without memory bandwidth increase
(with assumption that 4 CTUs can be buffered on-chip).

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an advanced screen content
coding method using color table and index map. We apply
a 1D or hybrid 1D/2D string search for the compact rep-
resentation of index map. Considering the color correlation
among neighbors, we have also introduced color table merge to
signal the table implicitly. Additional inter-table color sharing
and intra-table color DPCM are developed for explicit table
encoding.

cTIM Hybrid II provides averaged 26%, 18%, 15% lossless
bit rate reduction, and 23%, 19%, 13% BD-Rate improve-
ment over HEVC-RExt 6.0, for AI, RA and LB coded
TGM contents. For MIX content, it still shows averaged 4%,
1%, and 0% improvement of lossless AI, RA, and LB, and
6%, 6%, 4% of lossy AI, RA, and LB respectively. Same
as other algorithms, there is no clear evidence cTIM benefits
camera-captured natural content encoding.

Meanwhile, we have also performed extensive simulations
for algorithm benchmark, including the intra block copy,
conventional color palette coding and string search based
dictionary coding. Except for the full frame intra block copy,
cTIM clearly outperforms all other algorithms. Even compared
with full frame intra block copy, we demonstrate the noticeable
gains for TGM sequences, but slightly loss for MIX content.

cTIM can be further improved in the following direc-
tions such as rate-distortion optimized adaptive color table
derivation and matched pair selection, efficient tool for mixed
content, etc. On the other hand, computational complexity
is another concern for next phase development where bet-
ter trade-off between complexity and performance will be
carefully evaluated.

Moreover, cTIM demonstrates the noticeable coding gains
for screen content. Its string search based index coding method
is now under investigation in the core experiment formed
by the standardization committee on top of the screen con-
tent reference software version 2 (i.e., SCM-2.0). Not only

performance but also the complexity (such as the entropy
coding throughput) will be carefully studied to further improve
the overall algorithm design. Meanwhile, other core exper-
iments, such as the palette coding improvement, etc., are
also created to enhance the existing palette coding method
in SCM-2.0.
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